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English local authorities have stated that the rate of investment in bus real time information 
(RTI) systems over the past four years is expected to continue over the next two, even though 
the funding available through the Government’s ‘kick start’ programme has now ceased. 
However, this is unlikely to be sustained unless the parties involved are convinced that there is 
a robust business case for RTI. 

This document is the final report in a study conducted by RTIG, funded by the Department for 
Transport and with the support of Kent County Council, Stagecoach plc and Acis plc. Analysis 
was conducted by Centaur Consulting Limited and Peter Warman; additional research services 
were provided by Jacobs Babtie and Social Research Associates. It presents the findings of a 
controlled study into the full range of impacts of bus RTI, with the aim of answering the 
question: is there a business case for bus RTI? 

This study is based on a before and after evaluation of a specific, relatively isolated part of Kent 
County Council’s RTI scheme – that in Thanet. It draws data from 2002 to the end of 2005, a 
period during which RTI was implemented in Thanet. Through most of this period there was 
relatively little change in the bus service environment in Thanet, although since late 2004 there 
have been a number of significant developments. 

This study concludes that: 

The short term impact of RTI is a modest improvement in public perception of the quality of 
service provided, and a modest improvement in the operator’s ability to manage the fleet. No 
negative impacts have been identified. The impact on patronage is neutral. 

In the longer term the public becomes increasingly sophisticated in its requirements, expectations 
and responses. Significant passenger growth happened in East Kent, though the contribution of 
RTI to this cannot be assessed precisely because of other potential factors. Still no negative 
impacts have been identified. 

Based on this analysis, there is a prima facie business case for implementing RTI on networks of 
the size and scale of East Kent. The case for local authorities is very strong; the case for operators 
is superficially good, though less robust. To get good value requires the full participation of LA and 
operators. Indeed one of the key qualitative benefits of an RTI project is that it brings these 
parties together. 

Specifically, the benefits detected are as follows: 

− In East Kent, in the 4-5 months following the introduction of RTI, there was – after an initial dip – 
an 8% increase in patronage. However, the data were volatile and it cannot be proven that the 
increase would have been sustained. Moreover, the presence of other external factors cannot be 
ruled out. Therefore it cannot be regarded as proven that the 8% increase was because of the RTI. 

− Although there was a very substantial improvement in punctuality between the ‘before’ and ‘after’ 
measures, there are significant concerns about how loosely this was coupled to the RTI system. If 
the connection is real, the improved schedule adherence provides significant potential benefits to 
operators in terms of avoiding Traffic Commissioner penalties, and indeed in supporting Punctuality 
Improvement Partnerships. 

− The great majority of passengers like having real time information at bus stops, and there is a high 
degree of satisfaction with the service. Surprisingly, customer willingness to pay for RTI (eg over 

Executive summary 
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Executive summary 

SMS) is increasing rather than decreasing. There is good evidence that passengers are increasingly 
sophisticated in their understanding of what RTI is for, and becoming more sensitive to the need for 
clear and accurate RTI to be available. 

− From a previous position of ‘wait and see’, drivers and controllers were both generally positive about 
the potential for RTI. Drivers in particular are more positive about the benefits, though they share 
the passenger perspective of the need for accuracy. Concerns were practical ones such as the 
potential for distraction. Service controllers were generally less convinced. 

− The potential for improvements in scheduling improvements based is not proven: with over a year of 
operations, schedulers are not making routine use of RTI data in their planning. It is not clear why 
this is so, but we suspect that the management practices are simply not yet in place. 

− It does appear that the RTI system has helped facilitated LA infrastructure investment. There has 
been an ongoing dialogue, within the framework of the local QBP, which has identified a range of 
network improvements by using RTI data. 

Overall, the picture is positive, but there is still some concern in a number of areas: whether 
the patronage improvement seen really was due, in full or in part, to RTI; what the 
opportunities for schedule improvement are; and whether the costs are being fully reflected. 

It would be worth repeating the analysis – particularly the ‘hard’ evaluation of the correlation 
between patronage increase and RTI implementation – at several other sites. It is also 
necessary to bring scheduling system providers into the discussion, to enable effective use to 
be made of RTI data in this area. Both of these are part of RTIG’s 2006-07 workplan. 
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1.1 About this document 

1.1.1 This document is the final report of a study conducted by RTIG, funded by the Department for 
Transport and with the support of Kent County Council, Stagecoach plc and Acis plc. It is the 
second of two business case reports, the first having been published in August 2004. The work 
was coordinated by Centaur Consulting Limited with input from Peter Warman, Social Research 
Associates and the project partners. 

1.1.2 This report presents the findings of a long-term controlled study into the full range of impacts 
of bus real time information (RTI), with the aims of answering the question: is there a business 
case for bus RTI? 

1.2 Document status 

1.2.1 This document is a draft for review. 

1.3 Context 

1.3.1 The deployment of Real Time Information (RTI) systems within English Local Authorities (LAs) 
has increased dramatically over the past four years, and RTIG has tracked this increase on 
behalf of the DfT since 2002. Moreover, surveys have consistently indicated that RTI 
investment will continue to progress rapidly over the coming few years. 

1.3.2 However, this level of investment will not be sustained unless the parties involved are 
convinced that there is a robust business case for RTI. In 2002, many bus operators in 
particular were sceptical, and indeed were concerned that RTI might cause a loss of patronage, 
with passengers being put off by long ‘next bus due’ times and making alternative choices. 
Although the experience of the practical experiences of implementing authorities has calmed 
some of these fears, there is still little hard evidence to convince the sceptics. 

1.3.3 As a step towards rectifying this gap, DfT commissioned TRL to undertake a review of available 
evidence in late summer 2002. The review project reported a year later, basically concluding 
that what evidence existed was patchy and incomplete; although there was a long list of good 
reasons in principle for RTI to have a positive impact. 

1.3.4 In parallel with the TRL work, Centaur (with Peter Warman) developed a series of ‘Hypotheses’ 
for the benefits of RTI. This approach was adopted by RTIG as a guidance note for evaluations 
(RTIGT003-1.1, January 2003). 

1.3.5 The present project was begun at around this time. The aim was to fill some of the gaps 
identified by the TRL work, by testing the RTIG Hypotheses in a real, controlled 
implementation. The context chosen was part of Kent County Council’s project, in Thanet. The 
work programme for this study was developed and agreed with members of the East Kent 
Partnership (Kent CC, Stagecoach and Acis) in February 2003. 

1.3.6 The first ‘after’ report (Centaur reference CC-PR010-D041-1.0 dated August 2004), which 
covered the period April-June 2004, concluded that there was at that stage limited evidence of 
tangible impact, particularly financial impact, relative to prior data. During this period RTI 
equipment had been fitted to a number of buses but the rollout of at-stop signage was still in 
progress. The report also suggested that a follow-up study be carried out 12 months later. 

1 Introduction 
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1 Introduction 

1.3.7 Since then, a further 30 at-stop have been implemented in the East Kent scheme, and a further 
12 new buses have been equipped with on-bus RTI units. The public and the operator have had 
more time to come to terms with the benefits and pitfalls of the RTI system, and the supplier 
has had a chance to iron out some of the teething issues. 

1.3.8 This report, one year on, updates CC-PR010-D041-1.0 with data collected and analysed over 
the period up to February 2006. It has been produced in as similar a structure as practical in 
order to facilitate comparison. 

1.4 Objectives of this study 

1.4.1 The objectives of this study were to: 

− use the East Kent implementation to identify longer-term quantitative outcomes of an RTI 
implementation, based on the RTIG Hypotheses (adapted as appropriate); 

− address the different perspectives of a bus operator and a local transport authority, 
including both ‘hard’ (financial) and ‘soft’ (public perception) measures;  

− provide an example of a project evaluation that could be used elsewhere in the UK. 

1.5 Acknowledgements 

1.5.1 The authors wish to thank all those involved in the implementation and operation of the East 
Kent RTI system for their assistance during the study, particularly: 

− Dave Stoner and Toby Butler (Kent County Council); 

− David Batchelor (Jacobs Babtie); 

− Roy Jeffries (Stagecoach); 

− David Blewden and Mike Wells (Acis). 
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2.1 What is a real time information system? 

2.1.1 The phrase “real time information system” covers a wide range of different system builds. 
There are at least six main applications for RTI: 

− To assist in bus priority schemes, where the detection of a bus will ensure its priority at 
traffic signals when the bus is behind its planned schedule running time. This is typically 
done locally and on a system-to-system basis, though can be routed via control centres. 

− To assist bus controllers in the monitoring and management of bus services, often replacing 
the traditional role of on-street inspectors in directing local operations. This is done by 
communicating back from the bus to the control centre and comparing actual with 
timetabled location, often on a map interface. 

− To assist drivers to track their progress along a route, in particular to assist with schedule 
keeping. This may be done by an in-cab display or via control office communications; in the 
latter case, the control office clearly needs to know bus running information. 

− To provide real time information at bus stops for intending bus passengers. This is done 
through an at-stop display, sometimes with audio; the display may hold some data locally 
but is updated by RTI data communicated from the control centre. 

− To provide real time information for journey planning through websites, mobile services etc. 
This is done in a similar way to at-stop displays, but doesn’t require at-stop hardware; 
instead, communications are user-initiated and based on internet or mobile telephony. 

− To inform passengers on the bus of the name of the next stop (when it is approaching a 
stop) and other nearby ‘places of interest’ along the route. This is normally done through a 
visual on-bus display, sometimes with audio. 

2.1.2 Not all schemes provide each of the above applications. The choice of equipment may limit its 
use to just providing passenger information or controlling traffic signals. However, the usual 
programme for implementation starts with provision of the basic AVL system. When this has 
been fully tested, particular applications are introduced associated with passenger information, 
bus priority and/or service control systems. 

2.1.3 The reason for rehearsing this is to make the obvious point that different mixes of applications 
will yield different levels of benefit. The East Kent system (see section 2.5 below) provides one 
particular mix of applications. The conclusion of this study applies, strictly, only to this mix and 
in contexts of the size and scale of the East Kent trial. 

2.2 What constitutes a business case? 

2.2.1 A business case has been defined as “a compelling argument that convinces Business 
Management of the need to change some aspect of its enterprise to improve its performance or 
sustain its success”, by “identifying tangible and intangible benefits, quantifying them and then 
linking their impact to the bottom line. In other words, it provides the quantitative motivation & 
justification for change. Political and emotional buy-in are equally important in winning the 
argument for change.” 

2.2.2 What constitutes a “compelling argument” depends on many factors. For a bus operator, as 
(normally) a profit making commercial enterprise, it would ultimately be a financial model that 

2 Study approach 
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indicates a positive net benefit to shareholders. For a local authority, there are likely to be 
many more intangible benefits derived from transport policy, such as how far the system 
promotes modal shift or facilitates social inclusion. 

2.2.3 In both cases, the quantification of the costs and benefits and their trade off is only part of the 
business case. The other part relates to contingent factors: 

− risks (e.g. will we achieve these savings, will it cost more than we think to implement); 

− politics (e.g. positioning for ‘deal-making’ on bus lanes, negotiation for fare changes); 

− environment changes (e.g. passenger expectations, regulatory changes). 

2.2.4 Often the contingent factors are more important in making the “compelling argument” than the 
financial data, whose role is more to establish that the costs are not outrageous in terms of the 
benefits achieved. Thus in some circumstances, a business case for RTI might simply entail 
showing that spending money on RTI represents no worse an investment than other possible 
capital expenditure (e.g. on-board bus video surveillance, improved bus service publicity or 
higher specification for new buses, etc.). 

2.2.5 In this study we have focussed as far as possible on the quantitative part of the business case – 
ie attempting to quantify the scale of likely costs and benefits. 

2.3 Quantifying the costs 

2.3.1 Prior to implementation and operation, it was possible to obtain accurate costs only for a limited 
part of the project – principally, the equipment and installation costs. Some estimates were 
presented in the previous business case report, CC-PR010-D041-1.0. 

2.3.2 In this document, we have captured more accurate figures not just for the capital procurement 
costs, but also for the operational costs, including staff costs. These are presented in section 3. 

2.4 Quantifying the benefits 

2.4.1 One of the difficulties of an RTI system is that there are a number of different perspectives on 
“benefits”, and not all of them are readily reducible to monetary values. To begin to address 
this in a structured and quantified fashion, RTIG developed and adopted a set of ‘hypotheses’ 
(documented in RTIGT003-1.1, January 2003). These are eight in number, and may be 
summarised as follows: 

− Hypothesis 1: RTI displays reduce the perceived waiting time by passengers 

− Hypothesis 2: RTI systems improve punctuality and facilitate more realistic scheduling 

− Hypothesis 3: Analysis of data from RTI systems helps establish the case for public 
investment in public transport measures 

− Hypothesis 4: RTI systems are valued by passengers  

− Hypothesis 5: RTI leads to increased patronage 
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− Hypothesis 6: Bus drivers value RTI systems 

− Hypothesis 7: RTI systems provide local highways authorities with information that enables 
them to manage their overall traffic flow patterns better 

− Hypothesis 8: RTI systems provide information to improve location, design and bus stop 
facilities 

2.4.2 For the purpose of the East Kent study we have slightly amended the structure of these 
hypotheses, in order to be more easily tested. These are evaluated in sections 4-9. 

Direct operational benefits 

Tangible and quantifiable benefits with a direct impact on the bottom line of bus operations. 
Key interest of operator. Local authority benefits indirectly from better services, assisting 
with modal shift targets, improved accessibility, etc. 

− Hypothesis A: Patronage increases following RTI implementation. 

− Hypothesis B: RTI improves service punctuality. 

Improvements in perception 

‘Soft’ measures of improvement which are quantifiable but whose impact is difficult to 
measure. All parties benefit from improved public perception – may lead to higher patronage 
or permit fare increases. Operator benefits from happier drivers through reduced staff churn, 
improved labour relations etc. 

− Hypothesis C: RTI is valued by the public, and improves public perception of the 
reliability and quality of the service. 

− Hypothesis D: Bus drivers and service controllers value RTI. 

Management benefits 

Indirect but tangible benefits. Operator benefits from more realistic scheduling, which assists 
with achieving punctuality (and indirectly leads to happier passengers). Both parties benefits 
from the ability to justify LA investment in public transport. 

− Hypothesis E: RTI enables more realistic scheduling. 

− Hypothesis F: The information available from RTI systems helps establish the case for 
investment in public transport infrastructure. 

2.5 The East Kent RTI project  

2.5.1 The investment programme for the infrastructure within Kent began in 2000 with the 
installation of an area-wide radio communications system. The system was supplied to Kent 
County Council by Acis. 
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2.5.2 The East Kent RTI system follows the successful implementation of RTI in Maidstone which 
became fully operational in 2002/03. It is part of a wider roll-out programme that has been 
agreed which will equip the majority of the Stagecoach fleet in East Kent giving priority to 
buses at traffic signal junctions and providing real time information at selected bus stops. East 
Kent now has 35 at-stop RTI signs and 71 buses equipped with on-bus RTI units (an increase 
of 5 and 12 units accordingly). All of East Kent’s buses are currently equipped with RTI 
equipment and have been since the system launched in 2004. 

2.5.3 Table 2-1 shows details of the services in the Isle of Thanet under consideration in this study. A 
diagrammatic representation of Stagecoach routes in East Kent is provided in Figure 2-1. 

 
Route Description Hourly frequency 

in each direction 

Thanet Loop Margate – Broadstairs – Ramsgate – Westwood Cross Hub - 
Margate 

6 

8, 8A Westwood Cross Hub – Broadstairs – Margate – Westgate – 
Birchington – Canterbury 

3 

9, 9X Westwood Cross Hub – Broadstairs – Ramsgate - Canterbury 1 

32 Thanet Minis Dane Valley – Margate – Garlinge 5 

34 Thanet Minis Newington – Ramgate 1 

35 Thanet Minis Northdown Park – Margate – Mountfield Way 1 

Table 2-1: Summary of routes equipped with RTI in East Kent (December 2005) 

2.5.4 Initially, the RTI system went live for the control and monitoring of bus services on the 8th June 
2003. However, it took a further twelve months to address various data management issues 
and ensure a high proportion of the bus fleet were being tracked in real time and displayed to 
the Controller on the monitor at the bus depot in Thanet. 

2.5.5 Since the previous business case study was carried out, a variety of bus service changes have 
been introduced. This includes the creation of a totally new service called the Thanet ‘Loop’. 
This service was developed as a result of a Bus Quality Partnership involving Stagecoach East 
Kent, Thanet District Council and Kent County Council. The new route operates in both 
directions around a circular route linking Margate, Broadstairs, Ramsgate and the Westwood 
Cross Hub. 

2.5.6 The following services no longer operate (or have been replaced): 

− Service 30; 
− Service 33 (renamed as Service 34); 
− Service X82 (became part of Service 9); 
− Service 87 (became part of Service 8 and Service 32); 
− Service 88 and 89 (became part of Service 8). 
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Figure 2-1: Stagecoach routes in East Kent (Courtesy Stagecoach Bus) 

2.5.7 Currently the East Kent RTI system includes no in-cab display for the driver or any means for 
the driver to send pre-formatted or other text message to the depot control. The operator 
wanted to include an in-cab display to assist the driver to adhere to the service schedule, 
however it has proved difficult to implement and is still under consideration. 

2.5.8 Bus arrival predictions that are displayed at individual stops are calculated by the software in 
the bus stop module. Each stop has its own configuration to provide real time forecasts for bus 
services within a specified distance of the stop. 
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2.5.9 When the bus leaves a stop, the display will clear down within 30 seconds of the bus departing. 
This is controlled from the Control Centre and is achieved when the bus is polled and the 
position data is transmitted, indicating the bus has left the bus stop. Bus Stop modules ‘listen’ 
and pick-up the relevant broadcasts from the individual buses via the Central Control System. 

2.5.10 Annex A provides additional details about the design of the system, the functionality it provides, 
and the services provided to the different categories of system user: passengers, LA, controllers 
and bus drivers. 

2.6 Data sources for this study 

2.6.1 The principal sources of data during the course of the project included: 

− At-stop structured interviews with passengers waiting for buses at selected stops in Cecil 
Square, Margate: 
− First ‘Before’ Survey (November 2002; Sample: 1156 passengers) 
− Second ‘Before’ Survey (November 2003; Sample: 966 passengers) 
− First ‘After’ Survey (June-July 2004; Sample 1012 passengers) 
− Second ‘After’ Survey (October-November 2005; Sample: 1038 passengers) 

− Log of all significant system faults and action taken to rectify. 

− Monthly summaries of patronage and fare revenue data for all routes covered by the 
Thanet depot from May 2001 to December 2005. 

− Schedule adherence data based on RTI tracking compared with specific scheduled bus 
journeys. 

− Staff interviews with the local bus managers, service controllers and bus drivers. 

− Minuted progress meetings throughout the course of the study, every 10 to 12 weeks. 

− Evidence from the operator of any changes in working practices (eg Service Controller) 
resulting from the introduction of the RTI System. Evidence of changes in schedules or 
other operational savings that can be directly linked to the introduction of RTI. 

− Any relevant investigations by the local Traffic Commissioner and the findings. 

2.7 Drawing conclusions 

2.7.1 In order to present a rigorous appraisal of each hypothesis, we have assessed the evidence 
according to the following method: 

− Supported if the data show unequivocally that the hypothesis is valid, ie the benefit 
occurs. 

− Rejected if the data show unequivocally that the hypothesis is not valid, ie the benefit 
does not occur. 

− Weakly supported if the available data show that the hypothesis is valid, ie the benefit 
occurs, but there are substantial question marks over the how directly the data are 
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connected with the hypothesis, the validity of the data, or the likelihood of other factors 
being in play. 

− Weakly rejected if the available data show that the hypothesis is not valid, but there are 
substantial question marks over the how directly the data are connected with the 
hypothesis, the validity of the data, or the likelihood of other factors being in play. 

− Not proven if the available data neither support nor reject the hypothesis, even weakly. 

2.8 Caveats 

2.8.1 As with all studies of this kind, a number of general caveats must be placed on the conclusions. 

− The study has measured the changes in various measures between periods before and 
after the implementation of RTI. It is not necessarily the case that the changes identified 
are caused by RTI: it may be that they were happening anyway owing (say) to changes in 
customer expectation. 

− Other variables may have been involved that were not identified or measured here. For 
example, we cannot rule out that changes in passenger perceptions were affected by the 
weather at the time of the surveys. 

− These results are presented prima facie and no attempt has been made to determine 
statistical significance, as the distributions of variability are unknown. 

− The East Kent trial site is a specific set of circumstances in terms of geography, passenger 
demography, service types and routes, prices, RTI system types, and so on. While there 
are few obvious ‘unusual’ features about this trial, there is a limit to how far these lessons 
will be portable to other project circumstances. 

2.8.2 More specific caveats in this study include the following: 

− The system includes only some of the possible elements of an RTI system (see section 2.1). 
The results of this study can only relate to this mix of elements. The impact of RTI systems 
which are more or less functional can only be guessed at. 

− The East Kent system has yet to reach a perfect level of operation, however it is more 
developed that in June 2004. Results so far can only relate to this implementation, and the 
possible impacts of better tuned system operation cannot be assessed. 

− The implementation of RTI is not something that happens at a single point in time – rather, 
it is rolled out gradually over time. In particular, operator staff may well still see the project 
as ‘in progress’. The impact of this cannot be estimated. 
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3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 This section provides an outline cost model for the East Kent RTI system. The model draws 
upon information provided by the Council and the operator on the purchase and ongoing costs 
associated with the system. 

3.2 Unit cost estimates 

3.2.1 The following position was taken in the cost model: 

Basic parameters 

− costs: are given in constant 2005 £k (ex VAT) and assume no inflation. 

− discount rate: 3.5% pa. 

Component lifetime assumptions 

− at-stop signage, traffic signal priority & depot kit: has an operational lifetime of 15 
years. 

− on-bus kit: has an operational lifetime of 10 years. 

Capital costs 

− at-stop displays: 5 initial signs at a cost of £10k each and an additional 30 signs at a cost 
of £8k in 2005. East Kent now has a grand total of 35 signs which cost a total of £290k. 
This cost is inclusive of procurement, commissioning, installation, testing and 
commissioning and reflects the relatively high costs borne by Kent County Council to 
connect displays to the mains electricity supply. 

− on-bus kit: Initial investment was 59 buses at £4k per bus inclusive of GPS receiver, 
communications radio (voice and data), on-board computer, driver’s system and 
communication interface, equipment procurement, installation, testing and commissioning – 
equipment is removed from the vehicle in the event of it being moved to other duties (see 
assumption re refitting below). A further 12 new buses have been introduced and all have 
been equipped with RTI equipment. 

− traffic signal priority: six signals at a cost of £5k each inclusive of equipment 
procurement, installation, testing and commissioning. No new signals have been equipped 
since 2004, however revised pricing figures suggest that additional signals would now cost 
around £4k each. 

− depot kit: for Westwood Garage at a cost of £20k inclusive of equipment procurement, 
installation, testing, commissioning and software. No additional costs since 2004. 

Revenue costs 

3.2.2 Since the previous Business Case study in 2004, revenue costs have changed slightly: 

3 Quantifying the costs 
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− driver training costs: once off cost of £250 per driver following implementation. There is 
20% churn in driver numbers with all new drivers receiving training as part of their 
induction. 

− refitting on-bus kit: £1k per bus inclusive of labour. There is 20% churn in the bus fleet 
and on-bus kit is removed when buses leave the scheme area. 

− depot data manager: is employed by the Stagecoach for 20h a week at a total inclusive 
cost of £15k pa. 

− project management: In 2004 total costs pa were £36k (Local Authority £24k, Operator 
12k).In 2005 Local Authority costs £36k pa in 2005 (operator costs unknown) and £24k 
thereafter (Local Authority £12k, Operator £12k). 

− PMR costs: annual cost per bus of £110 plus a fixed cost of £6k pa for a base station to 
covers the Thanet area. NB this figure does not include the costs of major technical 
upgrades/replacement to the current PMR system. 

− maintenance of: 
− at-stop displays: £750 per display pa in 2004,£350 per display pa in 2005; 
− on-bus kit: £250 per bus pa in 2004, £200 per bus pa in 2005; 
− traffic signal priority units: costs £200 per unit pa (no change); 

− web and WAP dissemination of RTI to the public: costs £15k pa using Countywide 
infrastructure (no change). 

3.3 Conclusions 

3.3.1 Based on the information we have to date, the Net Present Cost of the system over a fifteen 
year lifetime is just over £2M (total). Two thirds of this is revenue, averaging around £90k per 
annum (including all relevant staff costs), and the remainder is capital purchase (initial and 
renewals). 

3.3.2 Kent CC picks up most of this cost, but Stagecoach has a year on year revenue cost of around 
£25k-£30k per annum, or a total of around £400k over the period. 

3.3.3 We did not gather any quantified evidence of improved service management leading to 
reductions in the bus operators’ operating costs. These are therefore not built into the model. 
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OVERALL system costs (2005 £k)
Capital expenditure on RTI 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 TOTAL
at-stop displays (15yr life) 50        240      -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           290          
on-bus kit (10yr life) 236      48        -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           236      48        -           -           -           568          
traffic signal priority (15 yr life) 18        -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           18            
depot kit (15 yr life) 20        -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           20            
TOTAL 324      288      -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           236      48        -           -           -           896          
Discounted total 324      278      -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           167      33        -           -           -           802          

Revenue expenditure on RTI 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 TOTAL
driver training costs 15        3          3          3          3          3          3          3          3          3          3          3          3          3          3          56            
on-bus kit refits -           12        12        12        12        12        12        12        12        12        -           12        12        12        12        153          
depot data manager 20        20        20        20        20        20        20        20        20        20        20        20        20        20        20        300          
project management costs 36        36        24        24        24        24        24        24        24        24        24        24        24        24        24        384          
PMR costs 12        12        12        12        12        12        12        12        12        12        12        12        12        12        12        187          
routine maintenance 19        30        30        30        30        30        30        30        30        30        30        30        30        30        30        439          
dissemination costs 15        15        15        15        15        15        15        15        15        15        15        15        15        15        15        225          
TOTAL 117      128      116      116      116      116      116      116      116      116      104      116      116      116      116      1,745       
Discounted total 117      124      109      105      101      98        95        91        88        85        74        80        77        74        72        1,390       

TOTAL expenditure on RTI 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 TOTAL
TOTAL scheme cost 441      416      116      116      116      116      116      116      116      116      340      164      116      116      116      2,641       
Discounted total 441      402      109      105      101      98        95        91        88        85        241      112      77        74        72        2,192        

Table 3-1: Cost model for the East Kent system 
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4.1 Context 

4.1.1 The key to a bus operator’s business case for RTI is an improvement in profit, and the first part 
of this is an increase in revenue. Where prices are controlled this is equivalent to an increase in 
patronage. Patronage improvements are also key to a local authority, which is likely to have a 
policy target for encouraging use of public transport. 

4.1.2 Past studies have demonstrated evidence of patronage increase, but there has been no clear 
lessons learned. In the case of London, revenue ratio increased by 9.5% 31 weeks after the 
implementation of the Countdown project; however it was concluded that the results were 
highly sensitive to the chosen control routes. In the case of the RTI scheme in Leicester, 
evidence suggested that patronage increased by 28% on the RTI equipped ‘Star Trak’ routes. 
This increase was mainly put down to overall improvements in quality of service than any 
particular bus feature (such as RTI). 

4.1.3 The 2004 East Kent business study, which monitored patronage levels for 12 weeks after the 
introduction of six RTI displays, concluded that there was no discernable change in patronage. 
Indeed no change was expected. In light of this, it was decided that patronage should be 
monitored for at least another 12 months, during which time rollout of RTI signs and on-bus 
equipment would have been more widespread and the public would have had the opportunity 
to become used to the new technology. 

4.1.4 The East Kent RTI system was initially chosen as a relatively ‘pure’ RTI project and one which 
operates within a relatively stable service environment. Therefore, it was believed that its 
impact should be much clearer to monitor and define. However, a number of major changes to 
the service environment occurred during the course of the study which have been shown in the 
right circumstances to have a dramatic impact on patronage: 

− a considerable increase in the frequency of some services; 
− a new low-floor bus fleet was introduced to operate the “Loop” service; 
− a major new “out of town” shopping development opened on the “Loop” service; and 
− there was an extensive marketing push to launch the new network of services. 

4.2 Methodology 

4.2.1 For each route affected by RTI, four weekly patronage data was collected for two years prior to 
and as long as possible after, the implementation of RTI. 

4.2.2 To make clearer any effect, the raw figures for total patronage and total revenue were adjusted 
in three ways: 

− Period 13 of FY03/04 was, exceptionally, a five-week period for calendar reasons. This 
would have shown as a ‘blip’ and this figure was therefore scaled by 4/5 to be comparable 
with the remaining periods. 

− Figures have been adjusted for seasonal variation, based on averages period usage during 
the stable pre-installation phase – hence the normal ‘Christmas dip’ is not evident. This 
avoids normal variations masking, or masquerading as, impacts of RTI. In practice this 
means scaling figures by typically +/- 5% (except the Christmas period which is +25%). 

− Easter sometimes appears in March (roughly period 13) and sometimes in April (period 1). 
To remove this variation, consecutive P13 and P1 figures were averaged, effectively taking 

4 Hypothesis A: RTI increases patronage 
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figures for the eight-week period as a whole. This does have a material impact on the 
conclusions as the RTI scheme began to come on-stream around Easter 2004. 

4.2.3 Because of the changes to the operational environment that occurred over the course of the 
study, careful note has had to be taken of the timing of specific developments. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Figure 4-1 below presents total patronage over the period April 2002 to December 2005 
inclusive, adjusted as described to remove seasonality and data collection artefacts. Values are 
for four-week accounting ‘periods’. Figure 4-2, overleaf, shows the comparable chart of revenue 
by period. 

4.3.2 In these graphs: 

− The red segment of the lines represents data up to March 2004, ie the steady-state prior 
situation. Services were stable in this period; though ‘back room’ work was going on to 
install RTI equipment. 

− The green segment represents the period from April to September 2004, during which 
period RTI was increasingly available on street and systems were being ‘tuned’. Importantly 
services were stable during this period too. 

− The blue segment represents the period since October 2004, when new services were 
implemented and new fleet deployed. 
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Figure 4-1: Total patronage, East Kent commercial services 
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Figure 4-2: Total revenue, East Kent commercial services 

4.3.3 Data is available at a lower level of granularity (ie for separate services) but because of the 
service changes it is not possible to present these unambiguously. However, the majority of the 
patronage – around three quarters – relates to services 8/9 and (after its introduction) the 
Loop. 

4.4 Conclusions 

4.4.1 There has been a noticeable upswing in both patronage and income in East Kent buses over the 
course of the period reflected by the data. There are a number of features discernible. 

4.4.2 After the initial dip in Summer 2004, things get significantly better quite sharply. Although these 
individual figures should be taken cautiously, the statistics are as follows: 

− The average (adjusted) total patronage pre-April 2004 was 329,200 per four week period. 

− After a dip, this rose to 355,400 in Period 7 (mid-Sept to mid-Oct), a rise of almost 8%. 

− The next period, the first full operation of the new Loop service, saw a sharply increased 
patronage up to 380,800, or 16% up on the pre-April average. 

− Since then the number has risen to 456,400, i.e. by a further 23%. The majority of this 
increase has occurred since Easter 2005. 

4.4.3 Revenue changes are different in detail but follow a very similar pattern. 

4.4.4 Surprisingly, the first few months after RTI implementation showed a marked decrease in 
patronage and revenue. There is a similar dip following the introduction of the new service 
structures, at the beginning of the blue curve in early 2005. In the first case, this could be 
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associated with customer discomfort with engineering work in progress; it could also be related 
to a dip in service quality as drivers and controllers try to adjust to the new system. However 
there may also be relevant external factors – the operator attributes the dip in periods 11 and 
12 (ie early 2005) to adverse weather conditions. 

4.4.5 The upswing during the transitional phase (green line on the graphs) indicates the trend in 
patronage prior to the introduction of new services and vehicles. During this period patronage 
increased by 8%, so the prima facie conclusion would be that RTI in East Kent led to this level 
of patronage growth. 

4.4.6 There are a number of reasons to be sceptical of this bald conclusion, however. The presence 
of the dip is one reason: clearly things were changing significantly so there is no confidence 
that the 8% uplift was the final position. Perhaps if the service changes had not intervened, 
patronage would have fallen off again. 

4.4.7 A second reason relates to external circumstances. If, for example, Thanet’s tourist industry 
had done particularly well that summer, an uplift would be expected which was nothing to do 
with buses. (We have no evidence of this but it is a possibility.) 

4.4.8 A third reason relates to the developments within the operator. Although the new services were 
not introduced until October 2004, the preparations for them may have had a beneficial impact 
on service reliability etc that contributed to this rise. 

4.4.9 New low-floor “Loop” buses, introduced with the Loop in October 2004, were not fitted with RTI 
equipment until May 2005. The rise from Oct 04 to Easter 05 is therefore related to the new 
buses rather than RTI. (Again, the dip in early 05 is ascribed by the operator to adverse 
weather conditions.) 

4.4.10 Later in the summer the new “out of town” shopping development will also have contributed to 
the increase in patronage and revenue. It is not possible to discern a clear impact of RTI during 
this changing environment. 

4.4.11 On the basis of the above analysis, the hypothesis is (at least) weakly supported. The period 
after the introduction of RTI and before other known changes coincided with an 8% patronage 
increase – but we cannot rule out other factors being at work and cannot be sure that this 
increase would have been sustained.  
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5.1 Context 

5.1.1 One of the major requirements of bus passengers is for services to be punctual. Punctuality not 
only improves passenger experience, it helps areas as diverse as enhancing the local economy 
(less lost time) and on personal security (less vulnerable time in isolated shelters). 

5.1.2 RTI systems can help enhance punctuality in a number of ways, some systems based and some 
operational. For instance, some RTI systems can give priority to late-running buses at traffic 
signals. Alternatively, if drivers are continually informed of how closely they are running to time, 
they can lay over or not as needed. 

5.1.3 Poor punctuality not only dismays passengers and potential passengers, it has a direct impact 
through regulation by the Traffic Commissioners. They require that 95% of all services should 
arrive at termini along the registered bus route no more than one minute early and five minutes 
late. Bus operators that do not meet this requirement are liable to be fined. 

5.1.4 Published guidance states that “Commissioners expect Operators to take reasonable steps to 
achieve the target level of punctuality”. In particular they should: 

− monitor closely the resources available to them, especially buses and drivers, and avoid 
making or holding on to timetables that they cannot run with those resources. 

− collect and analyse as much information as practical on the punctuality of their services.” 

5.1.5 Thus, having RTI at least for bus tracking may increasingly be viewed by Traffic Commissioners 
as a basic management tool. 

5.1.6 Also, because passengers consistently rank ‘good service punctuality’ as the single most 
important attribute of a bus service, any management system that helps deliver this 
consistently, will encourage a growth in patronage. 

5.2 Methodology 

5.2.1 The method for analysis was as follows: 

− Select route(s) for analysis. These routes should be either representative of the local area 
or have particular features of interest. 

− Use departure data from RTI system to examine gross compliance over a period of at least 
one week using Traffic Commissioner threshold values. 

− Use the Acis system to examine compliance on a day-by-day basis. For simplicity and ease 
of comparison average values and standard errors were calculated for each category (ie 
early, late and on time) during January 2003, March 2004 and March 2006. 

− Examine mean lateness and mean journey times on a stop-by-stop basis for selected 
route(s). Identify stops and journeys in which the mean value is outside Traffic 
Commissioner thresholds or where variability means that a significant number of vehicles 
are early/late. 

5.2.2 In a parallel test, passenger views of reliability/punctuality were tested using the results from 
four consecutive annual passenger opinion surveys (described more fully in section 6). 

5 Hypothesis B: RTI improves service punctuality 
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5.3 Results 

5.3.1 In January 2003, the average number of departures more than one minute early (ie outside the 
timeliness threshold prescribed by the Traffic Commissioner) was 52% whilst the average 
number of late services was 7%. The average number of on time departures was 41%. By end-
2005 the average number of late departures had fallen to below 20%, the number of late 
services had risen to 10% and the average number of on time departures was just above 70%. 

5.3.2 This trend is clear in figure 5-1. Separate analyses for Monday-Friday, Saturday and Sunday 
(figures 5-2 to 5-4) show the same trend operating at a more detailed level, reinforcing the 
conclusion. 
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Figure 5-1: Schedule adherence of services in East Kent for Jan 03, March 04 and March 06 
(Error bars: ±1 standard error) 
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Figure 5-2: Monday-Friday compliance for Jan 03, March 04 and March 06 
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Figure 5-3: Saturday compliance for Jan 03, March 04 and March 06 
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Figure 5-4: Sunday compliance for Jan 03, March 04 and March 06 

5.3.3 It is worth mentioning that the average number of on time departures has increased alongside 
the public’s perceived reliability of bus services in East Kent. In 2002 (before the introduction of 
RTI) almost 40% of respondents perceived that the reliability and punctuality of their local 
service was the feature most in need of improvement. This figure did not change much in 2003 
and 2004, dropping off only a few percentage points. By 2005, however, this figure had fallen 
to 28%. Figure 5-5 overleaf shows this. 

5.3.4 When asked about their most-liked feature, reliability and punctuality was only cited by a few 
percent of passengers in 2002, and there has been no significant increase in this figure since. 
This figure did not change much in 2003 and 2004, dropping off only a few percentage points. 
By 2005, however, this figure had fallen to 28% (see figure 5-6). 
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Figure 5-5: Passengers’ desire for improvement in the reliability and punctuality of services 
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Figure 5-6: Passengers’ perception of reliability and punctuality of services 

5.3.5 It must be noted that the raw data on which some of the original report was based was not 
readily available when Acis came to analysing the historical data presented in this report. Acis 
suggest that the early, on time and late results were based on all stops, rather than timing 
points only. If that is the case, the results may be misleading as some natural early running 
may occasionally be observed at stops just before the timing point. The timing point is there to 
arrest any early running that may have accumulated on the approach so that the bus can wait 
and then depart on time for the next section. 

5.3.6 Furthermore, the first survey is for an eight day period between 5 January 2003 and 12 January 
2003, whereas the second survey is for a six day period from 13 March 2004 to 18 March 2004. 
The former data set includes two Sundays, Monday to Friday and Saturday. The latter set 
includes one Saturday, one Sunday and only Monday to Thursday. This mix of days and 
different sample sizes does not provide a clear comparison. Different schedules exist for 
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Sundays, Mondays to Fridays and Saturdays based on altered traffic patterns and passenger 
demands. The inclusion of two Sundays in the one set of data could skew the results toward 
the more relaxed traffic conditions that generally prevail on those days. 

5.3.7 Other influences, such as increased passenger demand caused by January shopping, inclement 
weather, road works, major events or attractions and school holidays may also have been 
neglected. 

5.4 Conclusions 

5.4.1 Since the introduction of RTI to East Kent service punctuality has improved, with the average 
number of on time departures increasing from 41% to 70%. In parallel, customer perceptions 
of punctuality have improved – not that they are all happy, but significantly fewer of them are 
actively unhappy. 

5.4.2 The fact that drivers don’t have in-cab displays and controllers use RTI only patchily (see 
section 7) begs the question of how an RTI-mediated improvement would have occurred. It is 
possible that this fairly dramatic increase in punctuality may be: 

− an artefact of poorly controlled data; 

−  coincidence; 

− the change in drivers from Canterbury depot drivers to Thanet drivers when the “Loop” was 
introduced allowing better local control of the Thanet bus network; or 

− the result of factors other than RTI, such as a general drive to improve punctuality through 
a variety of operational practices. 

5.4.3 Indeed, the operator has commented that the early departure figures are somewhat unreliable 
since some drivers were logging on to their ticket machines early, but starting their journeys on 
time. This has improved with driver retraining. 

5.4.4 One additional possibility is that the existence of an RTI system focussed minds, and it was this 
management attention that created the improvement. It is equally possible that some at least 
of the improvement is related to increased levels of bus priority, leading to fewer traffic-related 
delays. 

5.4.5 Thus, although the base data are fairly dramatic, there are concerns over what the mechanisms 
for punctuality improvement might have been. The hypothesis is therefore best regarded as 
only weakly supported. 

5.4.6 As with patronage increase, it does seem fair to say that RTI can provide a valuable 
contribution as part of a package of punctuality improvement measures. It will be interesting to 
see how widely Punctuality Improvement Partnerships take up RTI as an operational tool over 
the coming years. 
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6.1 Context 

6.1.1 The third hypothesis is that, whether or not more people travel or the schedule adherence can 
be improved, the public does put a real value on the presence of real time (passenger) 
information. This value could potentially be realised in a number of ways, ranging from 
increasing fares through to simply benefiting from increased customer satisfaction. In the 
longer term, a better customer experience could yield a change in passenger profile and help 
achieve modal shift; could help encourage economic development; or could result in fewer 
incidents of antisocial behaviour. 

6.1.2 The previous, short-term, business case study concluded that the majority of passengers liked 
having real time information at bus stops, and that there was a high degree of satisfaction with 
the service (although weaknesses were identified). The ‘before’ survey results, indicating a 
willingness to pay for a few pence for RTI over SMS, were sustained in the ‘after’ survey. 

6.2 Methodology 

6.2.1 In order to gauge attitudes to RTI, a series of public surveys have been conducted near bus 
stops in Cecil Square, Margate annually since 2002. The survey was conducted by Kent’s 
consultant Jacobs Babtie using the same questionnaire and approach on each occasion. About 
1000 people are interviewed in each survey. 

6.2.2 At the start of each interview, respondents were made aware that it was a survey about bus 
services. After the questions about the frequency of use and ticket types and cost, the survey 
examined general perceptions with regards to ‘best features’ of the bus service and ‘aspects 
requiring improvement.’ The interviewer gave no prompting to these responses. 

6.2.3 The study team undertook a comparative analysis of responses for selected questions from 
before (2002 and 2003) and after (2004 and 2005) surveys to assess the impact of RTI. 

6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Figure 6-1, from the 2005 survey, shows that the majority of respondents are either “satisfied” 
or “very satisfied” with the information provided to them electronically. 

Q11. How satisfied are you with the electronic information provided to you?

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Amount of information
provided

Clarity of information
provided

Accuracy of information
provided

% of responses

V satisfied Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied V dissatisfied

 

Figure 6-1: Public approval of RTI (2005) 

6 Hypothesis C: Passengers value RTI 
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6.3.2 Note the relatively poorer response to the question of accuracy than of amount or clarity of 
information. 

6.3.3 Similarly, fewer respondents are finding it ‘difficult’ to obtain bus information in East Kent. 
Figure 6-2 shows that, in 2005, 81% of respondents find it ‘easy’ to obtain local bus information 
(an increase of 16 percentage points since 2004 and 20 percentage points since 2002). The 
specific reasons for this increase are unknown, but it could be suggested that, since its 
introduction, the public are becoming more exposed to the East Kent RTI system and are 
finding it increasingly simple to find useful bus information through the at-stop RTI signs. 

Q7. How easy is it to obtain information on the local bus services?
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2002 survey (before)

2003 survey (before)
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Figure 6-2: Ease of obtaining bus information 

6.3.4 Intriguingly, the proportion of passengers willing to pay for bus information via an SMS text 
service has increased steadily since 2002. Although the majority of passengers are still not 
prepared to pay, or are only prepared to pay a few pence, for such a service, the proportion of 
those who are willing to pay over 10p has risen substantially. 

Q15. How much would you be prepared to pay to receive bus information on 
your mobile phone? (mobile users only)
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Figure 6-3: Willingness to pay for SMS 
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6.3.5 Since the first survey in 2002, the request from respondents for improved information at bus 
stops has changed very little (figure 6-4). This may simply mean that passengers are reactive, 
rather than actively seeking changes. 

Q4. Service improvement requested - better information at 
bus stops
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Figure 6-4: Better information at bus stops as a requested service improvement 

6.3.6 Passengers continue to request improved information for late or cancelled buses, with the 
number of respondents choosing this improvement as primary or secondary increasing since 
2002 (see figure 6-5). 59% of respondents considered this to be a service improvement. 

6.3.7 This may be due to passengers now being used to using the RTI screens for bus information 
(and being aware of its advantages), and now wanting improved reliability and accuracy from 
the system. The provision of real time information, whilst contributing to the improved image of 
the service, is therefore raising expectations for even better information. In other words, by 
providing RTI at all, any weaknesses in the system are exposed. 

Q4. Service improvement requested - information about 
late/cancelled buses
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Figure 6-5: Service information as a requested service improvement 

6.3.8 This need for an improvement in the accuracy and performance of at-stop information is 
corroborated by the results of ‘currently liked features’. The general impression that was 
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gathered from the 2005 survey was that the provision of ‘good quality service information’ was 
still not a particularly liked feature, with little change since 2002 (figure 6-6). 

Q3. Currently liked features - good quality service information
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Figure 6-6: Quality service information as a ‘liked’ feature 

6.3.9 Also of relevance here is the evidence, cited in section 5, that customers have an improved 
perception of service reliability as a result of RTI. 

6.4 Conclusions 

6.4.1 Evidence suggests that since the introduction of RTI, bus passengers in East Kent have become 
increasingly aware of RTI and its benefits and are satisfied with the service. However, many 
have also indicated that they are not happy with the level of quality, accuracy and reliability of 
the information provided by the current system, and that it could be improved. 

6.4.2 It is therefore key that as more people become exposed to the system, it provides the most 
accurate and up-to-date information it possibly can. For many passengers, RTI is now an 
integral part of their everyday journeys and it is likely that a number of travel decisions will be 
based on the accuracy and availability of travel information. 

6.4.3 Passengers are increasingly willing to pay for RTI via mobile services. Although the majority 
would prefer to pay nothing at all for SMS, the proportion of those happy to pay more than 10p 
for a text has increased substantially since 2002. This suggests that there is a market in East 
Kent for providing bus information via dissemination other than the traditional at-stop sign, and 
that people are becoming increasingly willing to pay for it. 

6.4.4 The reasons for this could be twofold. Firstly, respondents are becoming used to paying 10p 
and over for other SMS services and are therefore prepared to pay a similar cost for bus 
information and, secondly, as the system has matured and the public have become used to its 
benefits, they now realise how the use of an SMS service could make bus information more 
accessible and therefore improve the overall quality of their bus journeys. 

6.4.5 On the basis of this analysis, this hypothesis is supported. 
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7.1 Context 

7.1.1 For an RTI scheme to work most effectively, the operator needs to have support of drivers 
(logging on) and service controllers (enhanced fleet management). 

7.1.2 Controller support will be important in gaining fleet management benefit from the RTI system. 
If Controllers do not feel the value of RTI, they will not use it to support their decisions on 
turnaround, bus insertion, etc. 

7.1.3 Driver support will have a direct impact in how much use they make of the system (from 
ensuring they log on to using an in-cab schedule adherence display effectively). This will, in 
turn, feed into more reliable running, better passenger experience and improved patronage. 

7.1.4 Driver support may also have an indirect impact on the operator business model by facilitating 
retention and good morale. However these effects may be difficult to quantify. 

7.2 Methodology 

7.2.1 In-cab displays are not provided in the Thanet RTI system, although it is a facility requested by 
the operator and wanted by the bus drivers. This requirement was not specified in the original 
project specification, but its value became apparent to the local operator during the course of 
the implementation programme. However, it is possible for service controllers, who are 
monitoring the bus services in real time, to advise drivers via the voice radio regarding 
compliance to schedule adherence. 

7.2.2 The study team arranged for a semi-structured survey of drivers and service controllers post 
RTI implementation. The questionnaire included questions about driver and service controller 
perceptions of the current service and what improvements RTI could bring. 

7.2.3 Driver interviews were conducted by Social Research Associates at Stagecoach Bus Westwood 
Garage, Thanet, on 27 and 28 October 2005. In order to ensure that views were gained from 
as wide a range of drivers as possible, the depot manager was asked to obtain a mixture of 
people for the interview, in terms of their years of driver experience, age, sex and race. In total 
28 drivers were interviewed, only one of which was involved in the first survey in 2003. All 
those interviewed volunteered to do so in their own time and were not coerced in any way. 

7.2.4 Service controllers were interviewed and observed at work during a day in October 2005 by 
Peter Warman. 

7.3 Results 

7.3.1 As was reported in the previous business case report, views towards technology in relation to 
bus services were, on the whole, positive. The importance of the provision of accurate and 
reliable information to drivers and passengers alike was raised by the majority of drivers. 

7.3.2 Drivers generally see RTI as a positive technological solution to issues of passenger and driver 
information as well as effective fleet management. The appropriate use of technology was 
supported and many believe that detractors represented a changing world in the bus industry 
between what was termed ‘the old school and the new school’. There is a strong perception 
that some of the ‘old school’ feared that technology would challenge their authority and would 
mean the relinquishing of control. 

7 Hypothesis D: Bus drivers and service controllers value RTI 
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7.3.3 Many drivers were concerned that the current RTI system could be suspended or withdrawn. 
Most felt that this to be unnecessarily defeatist and a waste of resources. 

7.3.4 Since the previous survey, no respondents had been given any information, updates or training 
about RTI or in-cab systems – indeed, there are no in-cab systems installed. 

7.3.5 More drivers in Thanet recognise the term ‘real time information systems’ than did in the 2003 
survey and had a good idea of what they can offer. Others were initially unsure, but with a brief 
description immediately recognised the concept and related this to what they had seen locally 
or elsewhere. The majority of respondents, however, had claimed to have not heard of in-cab 
display units and it was necessary for interviewers to provide a brief description. 

7.3.6 Once again, a number of drivers had experience of working in London or other locations with 
RTI so were familiar with it. 

7.3.7 The overwhelming view of the drivers towards RTI was that it could help both drivers and 
passengers by keeping them up-to-date with what was happening on a particular route. There 
was a strong view that simply being aware of a situation helps people to accept delays and may 
diffuse potential conflicts. 

7.3.8 However, many noticed problems with the existing system including the propensity to display 
timetable information rather than real time. There were strong feelings in this respect that ‘real 
time’ should mean just that and anything else could damage the reputation of the system and 
not inspire passenger confidence. 

7.3.9 There were implications too for driver morale, especially with regards to the drivers’ on-board 
display unit. The consensus was that “the whole RTI system would make me feel better about 
how I do my job”. Only a small minority felt that on-board displays would not work in the ‘real 
world and drivers may become distracted from the job at hand and could become a potential 
safety issue. Others suggested that the display unit should only display information when the 
bus is stationary. Drivers also commented that London bus drivers successfully manage a 
number of complex tasks, including in-cab radio and a number of displays (including CCTV in 
some cases). 

7.3.10 The use of the RTI system is valued and used by service controllers to manage bus service 
diversions, say, when buses need to by-pass a road accident because the normal route is 
blocked. Out of the ordinary incidents are better managed by knowing where the buses are in 
real -time so that general warnings and relevant instructions can be given to drivers. 

7.3.11 Service controllers also value the RTI network map to see where the buses are. It is recognised 
that a clearer definition is needed in a procedures manual of the service controller’s job and 
priorities with and without the RTI system. The RTI system needs to be customised to closely 
match the operators/service controller’s requirements. The ideal system would allow the 
controller to work from a set of screens and all actions that are taken by the controller are 
registered on the system allowing a daily summary record to be prepared for the local manager 
that usefully logs all the significant actions of the day. The systems need to be better 
integrated. 

7.3.12 Overall, the principal benefits were seen as: 

− Relieving drivers from the pressure of complaints from passengers about missing or late 
running buses; 
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− Help in improving the flow of services and running times as information about incidents or 
events affecting the provision of services is improved through RTI; 

− The less questions are asked about the running of buses and why they are late etc, the 
shorter the time spent at the stop will be and thus assist in keeping to the timetable; 

− Supporting driver morale; 

− Giving bus services and bus drivers a more professional face 

− Allowing service controllers to manage bus service diversions remotely and let drivers know 
of suitable bypasses. 

− Allowing service controllers to view buses in real time on the network map. 

7.3.13 With regard to disadvantages, the majority of drivers feel that the differences between the roles 
of drivers and controllers may become blurred with the introduction of in-cab display units and 
radio links. Drivers also were concerned with the compatibility of existing ticket machines and 
new in-cab displays, with one driver commenting “if the display does not tally with the ticket 
machine on the bus it will look like I am leaving early”. 

7.3.14 Practical problems were evident when the controller was using the RTI system monitors. For 
example, if the RTI system loses radio contact with a bus it is tracking, the vehicle stays on the 
screen at the point that contact was lost. Therefore the controller needs to continue looking at 
the screen to see if the next update occurs to see whether system is still tracking it live or not. 
In the meantime, the service controller checks running board information and makes 
comparison with what it shows on the screen to see if it looks correct or not. 

7.3.15 Another interpretation difficulty occurs when two vehicles are operating next two each other. 
On the monitor they can appear as one bus on the screen. When service controllers have to 
spend time checking if bus data on display on the RTI monitors is correct or not, it does not 
encourage them to rely on it to fully manage the network. 

7.3.16 From the service controller’s point of view, errors shown on the RTI system were such that they 
didn’t feel they could rely on it to any great extent. Because of the evidence of data faults, any 
statistical analysis would be brought in to question, say, if you were looking at statistics on the 
degree of schedule adherence of bus services. One of the service controllers said: “Even when 
what the RTI system tells you is accurate, you do not believe it without checking with other 
sources as well, such as running boards to see where the bus should be and any other records 
I can refer to. It becomes a reactive tool rather than the primary means to constantly monitor 
the buses on the road.” 

7.3.17 The majority of drivers were unconcerned with the ‘spy in the cab’ issue and were happy to 
have the equipment monitor their progress, as long as it provided accurate and reliable 
information. 

7.4 Conclusions 

7.4.1 The last survey found that although drivers and controllers were able to see the potential for 
RTI, the general outcome was very much ‘wait and see’, and this hypothesis was therefore 
regarded as not proven. 
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7.4.2 Since the last survey, drivers appear to becoming increasingly aware of the RTI system, the 
benefits it can bring to both passengers and drivers. Drivers also appear to be more aware of 
the various technologies that make up an RTI system and how they can be used to improve 
both service and fleet management. It is clear that the majority of drivers are positive towards 
the use of RTI; however the accuracy and reliability of information is key to overall acceptability 
and usefulness. 

7.4.3 There are a number of driver concerns which have been predominately directed towards the 
use of in-cab displays and the distractions that they could bring. Others are more positive and 
see in-cab displays as having potential to improve their day at work and their overall morale. 

7.4.4 Service controllers also have concerns, which mainly centre on the current accuracy of the RTI 
system and what they see on their monitors. 

7.4.5 Time has allowed drivers to dismiss the ‘spy in the cab’ issue and now see RTI as a benefit 
rather than a hindrance. Service controllers too now see the value in the RTI system when 
diverting buses around potential delays. Because of the residual concerns over in-cab displays 
and accuracy and reliability, this hypothesis is now regarded as weakly supported. 
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8.1 Context 

8.1.1 The Traffic Area Network publishes practice directions to bus and coach operators and advises 
operators that Traffic Commissioners ‘have powers under the [Transport Act 1985] to take 
action against operators who fail to run their services in accordance with the registered 
particulars’ and accepted service expectations. The published guidance states that 
“Commissioners expect Operators to take reasonable steps to achieve the target level of 
punctuality. In particular they should: 

− monitor closely the resources available to them, especially buses and drivers, and avoid 
making or holding on to timetables that they cannot run with those resources. 

− collect and analyse as much information as practical on the punctuality of their services. 

− regularly review registered timetables in the light of predictable traffic and operating 
conditions.” 

8.1.2 This report addresses scheduling issues and how the bus operator has used the available 
statistical tools to overcome them. 

8.2 Methodology 

8.2.1 The study team interviewed Stagecoach a local depot during December 2005. 

8.2.2 The manager was asked to identify any aspects of timetabling that had been changed as a 
result of the fleet management information available from the RTI system, and the likely impact 
of this on their operations. 

8.3 Results 

8.3.1 A key benefit of RTI systems for an operator is to have the historical data that shows what is 
happening every day, with every bus in service. When this information is analysed carefully, it is 
possible to see where, and sometimes why, a bus service is not operating consistently to its 
timetable. Adjusting the schedules can make sure the timings reflect more accurately the real 
life situation on the streets. 

8.3.2 Despite views expressed about the potential value of RTI historical records, schedulers in East 
Kent do not tend to make much use of this data as the required analytical procedures and 
improved links with electronic scheduling systems are not provided. In East Kent, the use of 
Stagecoach’s standard electronic scheduling system has come on stream in the last twelve 
months. 

8.3.3 The overriding requirement of the local depot manager is that the RTI system “has got to work 
properly and be seen to work consistently well”. If it is not reliable, there is no real value having 
RTI. Data errors that occur suggest historical data would be of limited use. The RTI system 
needs to be always available and reliable in operation for the service controllers at all times, 
every day. This has not been the case in East Kent, for extended periods, since RTI systems 
were introduced in January 2003. 

8.3.4 Experimenting and adopting electronic registration procedures and the use of TransXChange for 
data transfer procedures is the next technical challenge for service planners. More systematic 

8 Hypothesis E: RTI enables more realistic scheduling 
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examination of RTI historical data will only be done when bus management receive training in 
this type of analysis, are confident in the quality of the data, test the analytical tools already 
supplied by Acis and demonstrate the practical benefits by more reliable operations. This will 
require a ‘cultural change’ in working practices. 

8.3.5 Since 2004, Acis have installed BusNet Live at Stagecoach East Kent’s operations centre. 
Essentially, this software allows the operator to see real-time service analysis and generate 
reports from the historic RTI data collected from bus services. From this analysis, a variety of 
reports can be produced including RTI analysis of delays and any ‘early running’ in the 
operations to assist in the real time management of services. The analysis package can build up 
a log of historic data for use in the future planning and rescheduling of bus services. 

8.3.6 However, in practice, whilst this data was available to the operator, there were some practical 
difficulties in using it because it was accessed via the Internet to a central database managed 
by Acis. The various firewalls use by Stagecoach on its corporate computer system network 
prevented access to the historic analysis reports. 

8.3.7 To date, there is no evidence that those responsible for redesigning the service schedules in 
Stagecoach East Kent use the historic data that comes from the RTI system. 

8.4 Conclusions 

8.4.1 Evidence suggests that RTI remains outside the bus operator’s everyday core activities, 
because of continuing issues with accuracy and lack of staff training. As a result, traditional 
ticket machine data analysis and roadside surveys are upon for developing Stagecoach’s 
services in East Kent. 

8.4.2 The hypothesis therefore remains not proven. 
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9.1 Context 

9.1.1 To aid modal shift, there is a general thrust to improve public transport journey times and the 
reliability of journeys. This is because of the detrimental impact of poor reliability of service on 
passenger perception and patronage. From an operator perspective, delays and obstructions 
are also important as they can decrease revenue and add to operator running costs. 

9.1.2 Although this is very much a new and emerging area, it is possible that buses fitted with RTI 
could be used as probe vehicles to examine traffic flow on the local road network. In turn this 
information could justify investment in public transport improvements such as enhancements to 
bus stop design, junction layout, bus lanes and/or bus lane enforcement measures. 

9.1.3 The previous business case study concluded that there were hints that there might be 
information of value. However, no actual projects were identified during the first three months 
of operation for which the case might be enhanced by the available RTI system information. 

9.2 Methodology 

9.2.1 Representatives from Kent CC were interviewed in December 2005. 

9.3 Results 

9.3.1 Kent County Council wants to increase bus usage, as part of a policy drive to modal shift. To 
achieve this, the Council recognises the importance of bus services operating both reliably and 
frequently, and of its role in facilitating this. 

9.3.2 Kent CC is continuing with its investment in the Acis Bus Net system and associated software, 
communications, on-board bus equipment and road side information displays. Kent believes 
they are getting the real-time information that the travelling public require. The results from the 
monitoring surveys suggest the public do value this improved roadside information. 

9.3.3 In the longer term, there is consideration of whether for Kent’s RTI Control Centre could be 
part of a more integrated “Transport and Traffic Control Centre”, capable of receiving data from 
different RTI systems owned by either the County Council or the different transport operators. 
The Council is in discussion with Acis to see how this can be done. 

9.3.4 In the meantime, Kent intends to continue to invest in RTI systems that can monitor the 
reliability and punctuality of bus services, identify locations where bus operation is hampered by 
other traffic congestion and thereby indicate where network changes are required. Operator 
interviews (see section 8) highlighted the fact that the operator can show evidence of bus 
service delays to the local highway authority. Such clear evidence can be used as a “compelling 
argument” to justify changes to the road network, to give bus services the required priority. 

9.3.5 In practice this dialogue, supported by RTI data, has enabled a number of network 
improvements to be made. It is believed that this may be a significant contributory factor to the 
schedule adherence improvements noted in section 5. 

9 Hypothesis F: RTI helps justify LA investment 
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9.4 Conclusions 

9.4.1 Kent CC believe the evidence for growth in bus passengers, where RTI has been introduced, 
has justified their belief in the value of these systems, accepting that the value of what has 
been achieved results from a complete package of improvements that have been implemented 
by the Quality Bus Partnership in Thanet. 

9.4.2 There is direct evidence that the availability of RTI is enabling improvements to be more clearly 
identified, and improved investment decisions by the Council to be made. This hypothesis is 
therefore supported. 
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10.1 Benefits 

10.1.1 The key outcome of this study is of course the conclusions arising from testing the different 
hypotheses. All of these conclusions need to be read in the context of the size and functionality 
of the scheme, and with the caveats outlined in section 2.8. 

10.1.2 Summarising the results of sections 4-9, we see that in this study: 

− Hypothesis A: Patronage increases following RTI implementation. This hypothesis was 
weakly supported: in the 4-5 months following the introduction of RTI, there was – after 
an initial dip – an 8% increase in patronage. However, the data were volatile and it cannot 
be proven that the increase would have been sustained. Moreover, the presence of other 
external factors cannot be ruled out. Therefore it cannot be regarded as proven that the 
8% increase was because of the RTI. 

− Hypothesis B: RTI improves service punctuality. This hypothesis was weakly supported. 
Although there was a very substantial improvement in punctuality between the ‘before’ and 
‘after’ measures, there are significant concerns about how loosely this was coupled to the 
RTI system. If the connection is real, the improved schedule adherence provides significant 
potential benefits to operators in terms of avoiding Traffic Commissioner penalties, and 
indeed in supporting Punctuality Improvement Partnerships. 

− Hypothesis C: RTI is valued by the public, and improves public perception of the reliability 
and quality of the service. This hypothesis was supported. The great majority of 
passengers like having real time information at bus stops, and there is a high degree of 
satisfaction with the service. Surprisingly, customer willingness to pay for RTI (eg over 
SMS) is increasing rather than decreasing. There is good evidence that passengers are 
increasingly sophisticated in their understanding of what RTI is for, and becoming more 
sensitive to the need for clear and accurate RTI to be available. 

− Hypothesis D: Bus drivers and service controllers value RTI. This hypothesis was weakly 
supported. From a previous position of ‘wait and see’, drivers and controllers were both 
generally positive about the potential for RTI. Drivers in particular are more positive about 
the benefits, though they share the passenger perspective of the need for accuracy. 
Concerns were practical ones such as the potential for distraction. Service controllers were 
generally less convinced. 

− Hypothesis E: RTI enables more realistic scheduling. Previously this hypothesis was 
regarded as weakly supported, as the potential for improvements was directly shown, 
although scheduling improvements based on RTI had not been institutionalised. This time 
we have taken a harsher stance and regard this as not proven: with over a year of 
operations, schedulers are not making routine use of RTI data in their planning. It is not 
clear why this is so, but we suspect that the management practices are simply not yet in 
place. 

− Hypothesis F: The information available from RTI systems helps establish the case for 
investment in public transport infrastructure. This hypothesis was supported. There has 
been an ongoing dialogue, within the framework of the local QBP, which has identified a 
range of network improvements by using RTI data. 

10.1.3 Overall, then, the picture is significantly more positive than the immediate-after evaluation, 
indicating that it takes a few months for an RTI system to ‘settle down’ and for users to get 
fully comfortable with it. It is clear, from the analysis in this report, that there is significantly 

10 Study conclusions and recommendations 
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further for this process to go: there are still things that could be done but aren’t yet. Therefore 
this evaluation is likely still to be underestimating the full value of RTI. 

10.2 Costs 

10.2.1 Based on the information we have to date, the Net Present Cost of the system over a fifteen 
year lifetime is just over £2M (total). Two thirds of this is revenue, averaging around £90k per 
annum (including all relevant staff costs), and the remainder is capital purchase (initial and 
renewals). 

10.2.2 Kent CC picks up most of this cost, but Stagecoach has a year on year revenue cost of around 
£25k-£30k per annum, or a total of around £400k over the period. 

10.3 The business case 

10.3.1 From an operator perspective, the business case is likely to be predominantly based on financial 
impact. Based on this model, a 1.5% increase in patronage, or a 1.5% reduction in overall 
operating costs, would pay for the communications costs, on-vehicle kit maintenance, driver 
training and a depot data manager. In the East Kent study, the patronage increase after the 
introduction of RTI and before the introduction of other changes was around 8%. However, it 
must be understood that there may be other reasons for this increase1. 

10.3.2 From a local authority perspective, the calculation is likely to be somewhat different. The cost of 
implementing and operating the RTI scheme in East Kent is equivalent to a subsidy of 
approximately 2.8p per local bus journey: £2M divided by 15 years operation averaged at 
400,000 journeys per month. This is very much in line with the public’s willingness to pay (see 
section 6 – although of course RTI will normally be funded from general income rather than 
from the delivery of an RTI service itself). The figure of 2.8p per journey falls to less than 2p 
per journey if only the cost to the Council is included2. 

10.3.3 The conclusion of the East Kent study is therefore that: 

− Any benefits of RTI are only achievable if local authorities, operators and suppliers work 
together; and the more fully all parties are engaged, the greater the benefits are likely to 
be. In particular, the level of business case for each party is dependent upon the mutual 
commitment of all parties. 

− The business case for a local authority, even on financial grounds, is pretty unambiguous. 
This does assume that the long term costs of operation assumed are at least roughly 
accurate. 

                                                

1  There are also a number of other potential benefits: faster fare increases (enabled by 
passengers’ “willingness to pay”), savings in Traffic Commissioner fines and administration, savings in staff 
churn and potential savings in staff numbers, the potential for running improvements to enable fewer 
vehicles to be used, and potential fuel savings because of smoother running. However it is difficult to 
control for these variables and they have not been analysed in this study. 

2  This compares very favourably with the direct subsidies given on tendered services or 
concessionary tickets. Of course the impact of RTI is different from these cases. The potential benefits of 
RTI in improved social inclusion, access, road safety etc are difficult to calculate. 
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− The business case for an operator becoming clearer but is still less robust than for LAs. The 
prima facie evidence of an 8% patronage increase following RTI introduction is subject to 
various uncertainties, and there are concerns about whether the full operational costs have 
been adequately captured. 

10.4 Recommended further evaluation 

10.4.1 The East Kent study is now at an end, in the rigorous scientific way that has been conducted to 
date. The data are positive, but leave some uncertainties. Because of the recent changes in the 
East Kent context there would be little statistical value from continued study of this case. 

10.4.2 Also, the East Kent case study was based on an implementation initiated a number of years 
ago. Local authorities, bus operators and system suppliers have all gained understanding since 
then; equally, the public is increasingly sophisticated in its travel information requirements. The 
world has moved on. 

10.4.3 In the end, East Kent is just one data point, and will not be adequate by itself to provide a 
convincing quantitative argument. It would be worth repeating the analysis – particularly the 
‘hard’ evaluation of the correlation between patronage increase and RTI implementation – at 
several other sites. This should be achievable in the context of RTIG’s 2006-07 workplan.  
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A.1 Design and deployment 

A.1.1 Figure A-1 and Table A-2 below map the East Kent system against the architecture and 
functional requirements of the RTIG specification3; services provided by East Kent system are 
shown in bold roman type, while those not provided are in italics. 
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Figure A-1 – Functionality of the East Kent system, against RTIG specification architecture 
 

Degree of compliance RTIG Functional Requirement 

Fully Compliant: 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 18, 19, 21, 23, 26, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 
35, 37, 38.39, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48. 

Partially Compliant 7, 12, 20, 24, 28, 36, 40, 

Possible but not requested 4, 6, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 27, 49. 

Not Compliant (& not requested) (16), (17), (22), 25. 

Table A-1 Compliance of the East Kent RTI System with the RTIG National Specification 

                                                

3  “Outline Requirements Specification For Real Time Public Transport Information Systems”, Real 
Time Information Group reference RTIGT005-2.1, January 2003 

A The East Kent system 
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A The East Kent system 

A.1.2 The estimate of bus arrival time is based on the distance of bus from the stop (track length) 
and a historic log of journey times of previous buses for that route. i.e. learned estimate from 
last n bus passes. Real time estimates will replace displayed ‘scheduled arrival time’ on the 
display when the RTI system recognises the specific bus journey and calculates it is within 30 
minutes of arriving at the specified stop. If the bus journey is not recognised by the system, the 
at-stop display continues show the scheduled arrival time rather than the real time forecast. 
When the bus is forecast to arrive in ‘real time’ within two minutes, the display changes to 
‘due.’ 

A.1.3 In August 2004, when the Interim Report for this study was published, the full fleet of buses at 
the Westwood Depot in Thanet were equipped with AVL RTI tracking systems. However, new 
buses were purchased for the new ‘Loop’ Service and only six of the required 18 vehicles were 
fitted with the AVL system when the new service commenced in October ‘04. In was April 2005 
before the remaining 12 buses operating on the new Loop service were equipped with the AVL 
systems. 

A.1.4 BusNet Live was connected to the Stagecoach computer network in August 2004, but access 
was prevented by the bus company’s corporate ‘firewall’ protection. To overcome this, for the 
local service controllers, a separate broadband connection was provided. But access via other 
computers on the Stagecoach network was not possible. 

A.1.5 With all the buses equipped again by Spring ‘05, attention was then focused on the RTI system 
in the control centres. Discrepancies we noticed in the RTI outputs as displayed on the two RTI 
analysis and forecasting systems, the original bus tracking system shown on the console and 
the recently introduced Bus Net live system. The two systems were operated in parallel with the 
same data sources. 

A.1.6 Additional slight service changes were being introduced to the bus services in June 2005, prior 
to the opening of the new out-of-town shopping centre at Westwood Cross, located on land 
near the main bus depot. The opening of this multi-million pound shopping centre was 
‘promoted as equidistant from the neighbouring main towns with a diverse range of shops and 
a local bus loop every ten minutes to serve it.’ 

A.1.7 Seven new buses were on delivery for the week before the new shopping centre was opening 
which was when they were due to come into service. The AVL equipment was intended to be 
fitted at the factory but this was not possible as it was not clear, at that stage, which particular 
vehicles would be assigned to the Thanet depot in East Kent and the AVL system was not a 
standard component for Stagecoach vehicles. 

A.1.8 By September 2005, the RTI system was working well in general, although there remained 
some difficulties in providing correct predictions at the bus shelter displays in Cecil Square, 
Margate. This is the location where the next round of passenger interviews would be conducted 
in November 2005. 

A.1.9 To overcome this problem, Acis changed the means of communicating to these particular 
electronic displays (in Cecil Square), using a GPRS network instead of PMR. This meant the 
forecast for these displays came from an Acis server, hosted in Cambridge, rather than Kent’s 
Control Centre in Maidstone. 
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A The East Kent system 

A.2 What the users see 

What the public sees 

A.2.1 The picture below shows an operational RTI sign installed in a bus shelter outside the Council 
Offices. The sign shows both scheduled bus service departure time (Loop) and real time 
information (No. 8 bus). As of December 2005, there were 35 of these signs in operation in 24 
locations in East Kent. The third line of the display shows the stop details, in this case ‘TDC 
Offices Stop G’. 

 

Figure A-2: Photograph of the East Kent at-stop facilities 
(Courtesy Peter Warman) 

A.2.2 The sign shows that Service 8 is expected to arrive at the stop in 6 minutes, whereas the higher 
frequency Loop service is shown as scheduled. 

What Kent County Council sees 

A.2.3 Acis BusNet is a web-based bus real time information service for the public. From the Acis Live 
website, the public can view virtual representations of local at-stop signs as well as provide 
passenger information for stops currently without signs. This means that passengers can check 
departure times for local bus services before they go to a stop. Online maps also show real time 
progress of buses along a route. 
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A The East Kent system 

A.2.4 The diagrams below show the Acis BusNet service as seen by the public on the internet. Figure 
A-3 below shows the location of the Thanet District Council stop shown in figure A-2 (marked 
by a green circle), as well as the position of operating buses in real time. Figure A-4 shows 
online bus information for the same stop (for Loop and Service 8), as well as details of bus 
functionality (in this case, low floor). 

 

Figure A-3: The Acis BusNet public website, showing services in Margate. 
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A The East Kent system 

 

Figure A-4: Acis BusNet stop information for TDC Offices Stop G 

What managers and controllers see 

A.2.5 Initiatives were taken by Acis to enable Stagecoach East Kent to test other aspects of the RTI 
system that they believe are of value to a bus operator. This included a free trial installation of 
its new internet based software package, Acis Bus Net Live system. Essentially, this software 
allows the operator to see real-time service analysis and generate reports from the historic RTI 
data collected from bus services. From this analysis, a variety of reports can be produced 
including RTI analysis of delays and any ‘early running’ in the operations to assist in the real 
time management of services. The analysis package can build up a log of historic data for use 
in the future planning and rescheduling of bus services. 

A.2.6 Acis has produced a suite of reports that provide management information on service 
performance, service by service, vehicle by vehicle and stop by stop. The suite consists of five 
standard reports: 

− Daily Service Performance Overview 
− Vehicle Early and Lateness 
− Stops Early and Lateness 
− Vehicle Journey Times 
− Journey Headways 

A.2.7 Example screenshots are given in Figures A-5 (overleaf) and A-6 (overleaf). 

A.2.8 Whilst the quality of the data collected by the Acis system was generally good, some flaws and 
inconsistencies do exist. For example in one case a bus was logged as leaving the Westwood 
Industrial stop no fewer than 18 times during a period of less than one minute. Such 
inconsistencies could make interpretation of consistency data difficult if only small sample sizes 
were used. 
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A The East Kent system 

 

Figure A-5: Example screenshot from Acis compliance report for The Loop 

 

Figure A-6: Example screenshot of a BusNet Live real time map 
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Figure A-7: The Acis BusNet Live Console 

 

Figure A-8: Screenshot of BusNet console (Courtesy Acis) 
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A The East Kent system 

What drivers see 

A.2.9 At the start of a duty, each bus driver needs to input an agreed scheduled ‘Journey Number’ 
into the Electronic Ticket Machine to activate the RTPI bus tracking and arrival time forecasting 
system. A roadside display has been located near to the exit of Thanet Depot to inform drivers 
whether the vehicle they are driving is activated to give the bus service priority at traffic 
signals. (However, this traffic signal activation is not able to take account as to whether the 
service is operating behind or ahead of its schedule.) 

A.2.10 The driver does not have any in-cab display to receive text messages or real time updates of 
schedule adherence. These are features that the operator wants to install on every vehicle as 
soon as this facility can be provided by Acis. 


